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Abstract

y Ž . yProduction of S and L 1520 in hadronic Z decays has been measured using the DELPHI detector at LEP. The S is
directly reconstructed as a charged track in the DELPHI microvertex detector and is identified by its S™np decay leading to

y Ž .a kink between the S and p-track. The reconstruction of the L 1520 resonance relies strongly on the particle
identification capabilities of the barrel Ring Imaging Cherenkov detector and on the ionisation loss measurement of the TPC.
Inclusive production spectra are measured for both particles. The production rates are measured to be

² had:yN rN s0.081"0.002"0.010 ,S Z

² had:N rN s0.029"0.005"0.005 .LŽ1520. Z

Ž .The production rate of the L 1520 suggests that a large fraction of the stable baryons descend from orbitally excited
baryonic states. It is shown that the baryon production rates in Z decays follow a universal phenomenological law related to
isospin, strangeness and mass of the particles. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The study of baryon production provides an im-
portant tool to test models of the fragmentation

w xprocess 1 . Beyond the cluster fragmentation model
w x w x2 , and the string model 3 which employs many
parameters to describe baryon fragmentation, ther-

w x w xmodynamical 4 and phenomenological models 5–7
have appeared recently which successfully describe
the overall particle production rates in high energy
interactions with very few parameters.

At LEP it has been shown that a large fraction of
the observed stable mesons stem from decays of
scalar and tensor mesons with angular momentum.
For baryons this is not the case, as baryon reso-
nances, especially those with orbital excitations, typ-
ically have a large decay width and complicated
decay modes. Hence these states are difficult to
access experimentally in a multihadronic environ-
ment. In any case, it is still a question of basic
importance as to how far baryon production leads to
excited baryonic states.

So far the only orbitally excited baryonic state
q y Ž . w xmeasured in e e annihilation is the L 1520 8,9 .

Ž . yThis paper provides further data on L 1520 and S

production 2 in hadronic Z decays. For Sy produc-
tion at the Z so far only two measurements are

2 The antiparticles are always implicitly included.

w xavailable 10,11 , one of them being sensitive only to
y q w xthe sum of S and S states 10 .

The data used throughout this paper were col-
lected by the DELPHI detector in 1994 and 1995. In
these data taking periods the DELPHI microVertex
Ž . Ž .VD and Ring Imaging Cherenkov RICH detectors
were optimally set up and functioning for the analy-
ses presented.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2
gives a brief overview on the detector, experimental
procedures used to select tracks and hadronic events
as well as on the specific experimental procedures

y Ž .and corrections used for S and L 1520 recon-
struction. Section 3 presents the results for Sy and
Ž .L 1520 production and the corresponding system-

atic errors. These results are compared to the expec-
tation of fragmentation models and a general phe-
nomenological law of baryon production in Z decays
is deduced. Finally we conclude in Section 4.

2. The experimental procedure and event selec-
tion

w xThe DELPHI detector is described in detail in 12 .
The present analysis relies on information provided
by the central tracking detectors and the barrel RICH:

Ž .Ø The microVertex Detector VD consists of three
layers of silicon strip detectors at radii of 6.3, 9.0
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and 10.9 cm. Rf coordinates 3 in the plane
perpendicular to the beam are measured in all
three layers. The first and third layers also pro-

Ž .vide z information. The polar angle u coverage
for a particle passing all three layers is from 448

to 1368. The single point resolution has been
estimated from real data to be about 8 mm in Rf

Žand for charged particles crossing perpendicular
.to the module about 9 mm in z.

Ž .Ø The Inner Detector ID consists of an inner drift
chamber with jet chamber geometry and 5 cylin-

Ž .drical MWPC in 1995 straw tube layers. The jet
chamber, between 12 and 23 cm in R and 238 and

Ž .1578 158-1658 for 1995 in u , consists of 24
azimuthal sectors, each providing up to 24 Rf

points.
Ž .Ø The Time Projection Chamber TPC is the main

tracking device of DELPHI. It provides up to 16
space points per particle trajectory for radii be-
tween 40 and 110 cm. The precision on the track
elements is about 150 mm in Rf and about 600
mm in z. A measurement of the energy loss
dErdx of a track is provided with a resolution of
about 6.5%.

Ž .Ø The Outer Detector OD is a 4.7 m long set of 5
layers of drift tubes situated at 2 m radius to the
beam which provides precise spatial information
in Rf.

Ø The Barrel Ring Imaging CherenkoÕ Counter
Ž .BRICH is the main DELPHI detector devoted to
charged particle identification. It is subdivided

Ž .into two halves zc0 and provides particle
identification using Cherenkov radiation produced
in a liquid or a gas radiator. This radiation, after
appropriate focusing, is transformed into photo-
electrons in a TPC-like drift structure and the
Cherenkov angles of the track in both media are
determined. The BRICH detector provides parti-
cle identification in the momentum range 0.7 to
45 GeVrc.

3 In the standard DELPHI coordinate system, the z axis is
along the electron direction, the x axis points towards the centre
of LEP, and the y axis points upwards. The polar angle to the z
axis is denoted by u , and the azimuthal angle around the z axis by

2 2'f; the radial coordinate is Rs x q y .

An event was selected as a multihadronic event if
the following requirements were satisfied:
Ø There were at least five well measured charged

particles in the event, each with momentum larger
Ž ythan 300 MeVrc 400 MeVrc for the S analy-

.sis and a polar angle in the range 208-u-1608.
Ø The total reconstructed energy of these charged

tracks had to be larger than 12% of the centre-of-
mass energy.

Ø The total energy of the charged particles in each
Ždetector hemisphere defined by the plane perpen-

.dicular to the beam axis had to exceed 3% of the
centre-of-mass energy.

Ø The tracking devices and, in the case of the
Ž .L 1520 analysis also the BRICH, were fully

operational.
After these cuts, about 1.3 million events re-

mained for the 1994 period and 0.6 million events
0 Ž .for the 1995 run around the Z pole. The L 1520

analysis is based on both years data, the Sy analysis
only on the 1994 data.

To study the influence of cuts, inefficiencies and
resolution as well as particle re-interactions in the
detector, a large set of simulated Z™qq events has
been used. This simulated sample has been generated

w xusing the JETSET 7.3 model 3 with the parton
shower option. The model parameters were taken

w xfrom earlier QCD studies 13 . The initial event
simulation was followed by a detailed detector simu-

w x Ž .lation 14 . For the L 1520 study a specific set of
10000 of these events has also been produced with at

Ž . yleast one L 1520 ™pK per event.

2.1. S " reconstruction

The charged S hyperons decay through the weak
interaction according to

Sq
™pp 0 f52% ,Ž .
™npq f48% , 1Ž . Ž .

Sy
™npy f100% .Ž .

The reconstruction of the decay S "
™np " is based

Ž yon the large flight length ct s 4.43 cm for S and
q.ct s 2.4 cm for S . It allows a determination of

the track parameters for the S ", if there are at least
three hits in the microvertex detector. The decay
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S "
™np " is then reconstructed by finding the

kink between the S " and the pion which is nor-
mally well measured in the other tracking chambers,
especially the TPC. Thus, the detection of the neu-
tron is not necessary. The tools needed for the
analysis are described in more detail below.

2.1.1. Track reconstruction with the microÕertex de-
tector

The geometry of the 1994 DELPHI microvertex
detector allows the determination of the track param-
eters of a charged particle in two or three dimensions
using information from this detector alone. These
tracks, called ‘VD tracks’ in the following, can arise
from:

ŽØ Low-momentum charged particles p Q 50
.MeVrc not reaching the TPC due to the bending

in the magnetic field.
Ø Tracks at the borders of the TPC modules not

efficiently reconstructed by the standard tracking
algorithm.

Ø Charged particles interacting with the detector
material outside the VD.

Ø Decays such as X "
™Y " q neutral particles

Ž " " y y " "e.g. S ™ np , J ™ Lp , K rp ™

" .m n .m

To reconstruct these tracks, the microvertex tracking
algorithm initially looks for triplets of Rf hits in the

Ž .VD there must be at least one hit in each layer , not
associated to tracks reconstructed by the standard
tracking algorithm. This allows a determination of
the track parameters in the Rf plane. A second step
searches for unassociated z hits in the modules
containing the Rf hits. If there are at least two z
hits for a Rf triplet, the full set of parameters is
given for that track. To improve the momentum
resolution and to remove products of hadronic inter-
actions in the beampipe, the results from the VD
tracking were refitted forcing the track to originate
from the primary vertex. The x 2 probability of this
fit had to be greater than 0.1%.

2.1.2. Efficiency correction procedure
To be as independent as possible from the detec-

tor simulation, especially from the modelling of the
VD, the efficiency for reconstructing a VD track has
been deduced directly from the data as follows.

Hadronic interactions in the detector material with
at least two outgoing tracks were reconstructed by
fitting the candidate tracks to a common vertex. The
algorithm allows for an arbitrary number and charge
configuration of tracks associated to the vertex 4.
The distribution of the measured positions of these
vertices shows the material distribution of the DELPHI

Ž .detector Fig. 1 . If the incoming particle which
caused the interaction is charged 5, there is the possi-
bility to reconstruct it as a VD track. To find these
particles, the VD tracks were extrapolated to the
radius of the interaction vertex and linked as the
incoming track to the vertex if the difference in the
azimuth angle f between the reconstructed vertex
and the VD track was below 1.78. This cut was
chosen to achieve an efficiency and purity for the
linking close to unity. These linked VD tracks have
not been used as candidates for S hyperons to
suppress background from hadronic interactions. Fi-
nally, hadronic vertices within the polar angle accep-
tance of the VD were selected and the number of
interactions with a link to a VD track was compared
to the number of all selected interactions. The effi-
ciency for reconstructing a VD track is then given
through

p PNhv r vd hvr vd
e s , 2Ž .VD p PN Pe P fhv hv link c

where N is the number of hadronic vertices, Nhv hvr vd

the number of hadronic vertices with a linked VD
track, p and p the purities of these samples 6,hv hvr vd

e the efficiency to link the incoming VD track tolink

the vertex and f the fraction of charged particlesc

causing hadronic interactions in the detector mate-
rial. Assuming that the value of f is the same inc

real data and simulation and taking into account the
u dependence by multiplying with the u distribution

4 The charge of the outgoing tracks may not sum up to the
charge of the incoming track for hadronic interactions because an
atomic nucleus is involved in the reaction.

5 This is most often the case since the production rate of neutral
Ž 0 0 .particles causing hadronic interactions mainly K , n and L isL

small compared to the production rate of charged pions, kaons and
protons.

6 p and p were estimated directly from the radialhv hv r vd

distribution of the vertices shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Reconstructed hadronic interactions in the material of the DELPHI detector, used for the determination of the correction factor for the
VD track efficiency. Left: Rz view; Right: Radial projection.

of S hyperons in simulated events, the following
correction factor for the reconstruction efficiency
was deduced:

e RD
VD

rs s0.91"0.06, 3Ž .MCe VD

where the error is systematic and comes mainly from
the uncertainty in the fraction of charged particles
causing hadronic interactions, which has been esti-
mated in the following manner. In the region consid-
ered for the positions of reconstructed vertices the
fraction of charged particles causing the interactions
in the simulation was f s0.84. As a conservativec

choice, the error on this fraction was chosen to cover
the range up to unity within three standard devia-
tions, thus f s0.84"0.053. It is important to stressc

that this method does not rely on a precise modelling
of the material distribution of the detector because
the hadronic vertices were only used as candidate
endpoints for the VD tracks.

2.1.3. Reconstruction of the decay S "
™np "

The candidates for the outgoing pion had to fulfil
the following criteria:
Ø Measured track length )30 cm.
Ø Dprp-1.

Ø IPrs )3 in Rf and z, where ‘‘IP’’ denotesIP

the impact parameter with respect to the primary
vertex and s its error.IP

Ø No associated VD hits in the two innermost lay-
ers.

Ø The track must not originate from a reconstructed
hadronic interaction.

The z information of the VD tracks with at least
two VD hits was not used in this analysis, because of
differences in the association of two z hits between
real data and simulation. Thus all VD tracks were
treated in exactly the same way.

To find the decay vertex of the S ", the intersec-
Ž .tions normally two in the Rf plane of the VD

track with the previously selected pion candidates
were reconstructed. To select the correct intersection
point, consistency of this point with the incoming
and outgoing track was required which included
removing intersections in the hemisphere opposite to
the tracks. If both points fulfilled all these cuts, the
one with the lower radius was chosen. The z coordi-
nate of this candidate decay vertex was given by the
z coordinate of the outgoing pion candidate at this
Rf position. The polar angle u of the incoming
track was calculated using the z coordinates of this
vertex and of the primary vertex completing the
track parameters of the VD track. The momentum of

Ž .the unreconstructed neutron candidate could be
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computed allowing the calculation of the invariant
mass of the S "-candidate. The combination was
rejected if the calculated u did not lie within the
polar angle range covered by the modules of the VD
defining the VD track. Both tracks defining the
vertex must have the same charge. In order to reject
background, the following additional cuts were ap-
plied:
Ø The probability of the particle decaying within

the measured flight distance, calculated under the
Sy hypothesis, had to be lower than 97%. This
efficiently removes background from the decays

Ž Ž ".Krp™mn . Due to their long lifetime ct Km

Ž ". .f 3.7 m and ct p f 7.8 m charged kaons
and pions decaying inside the sensitive volume of
the tracking chambers tend to have very low
momenta. Thus, their decay probability as defined
above is close to 100%.
< ) < )Ø cosu -0.8, where u denotes the angle be-
tween the outgoing track and the VD track, calcu-
lated in the rest frame of the particle recon-
structed as VD track, where the pion mass was
assumed for the measured outgoing track and the
neutron mass for the undetected particle.

The resulting mass spectrum of the S candidates is
shown in Fig. 2. A fit with Gaussians for the signal

y y Ž .and the reflection from J ™Lp cts4.91 cm ,
which has the same signature of a kink 7, and a
function of the form

a2F M sa My1.079 a yMŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 4

=exp ya My0.5 1.079qa 4Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .3 4

for the background, where 1.079 is the sum of the
Ž 2 .masses of the neutron and the pion in GeVrc and

thus the lower kinematical limit, gives a mean mass
of 1196.5"0.4 MeVrc2 and a width ss12.3"0.4
MeVrc2, in good agreement with the expectation
from simulation of 1197.4"0.3 MeVrc2 and 12.2
"0.6 MeVrc2, respectively. To subtract the back-
ground, two Gaussians with all parameters left free
have been used for the signal to take into account the
momentum dependence of its width. This results in a
measured signal of 4820"109 S decays and 870"

y Ž .95 J decays statistical errors only .

7 The decays Vy
™LKy,J 0py also show this signature, but

their contribution is negligible due the low Vy production rate.

Fig. 2. The invariant mass spectrum for the S candidates selected
as described in the text. Dots are the data. The curve shows the
result of a fit with two Gaussians for the signal, one Gaussian for

y y Ž .the reflection from the decay J ™Lp dark shading and a
Ž .function of the form 4 for the smoothly varying background

Ž . 2light shading . The x per degree of freedom of the fit is
83 s1.24.67

2.1.4. Measurement of the S y differential produc-
tion rate

Due to the larger branching ratio into the final
Ž Ž .. Ž ystate np see Eq. 1 and the longer lifetime ct fS

.q1.8Pct , the efficiency to reconstruct the decayS

S™np with the method described above is much
higher for the Sy than for the Sq. To obtain the
Sy cross-section

N 1
y qs ; y N ,S Sye a

where N denotes the number of signal events, ey

eyythe efficiency for S reconstruction, as theqe

ratio of the efficiencies for detecting a Sy or Sq,
and N q the true number of Sq in the signal, anS

estimate for the Sq rate to be subtracted has to be
made. For this, the ratio of Sq to Sy production

Žfrom the simulation JETSET 7.4 with default parame-
.ters has been assumed. An error of 20% has been
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'Ž .assigned to this ratio. In the x bins x s2 pr sp p

where the deviation of this ratio from unity is greater
than 20%, this deviation has been taken as the
systematic error.

The differential Sy production rate has then been
measured in nine x bins. For each x bin thep p

efficiency has been estimated using the simulated
sample with full detector simulation, taking into

Ž .account the correction factor of Eq. 3 which was
assumed to be independent of x . To obtain thep

number of signal events, the mass spectra have been

fitted using a Gaussian function for the signal, a
Gaussian function with position and width fixed to
the values obtained from the simulation for the re-
flection Jy

™Lpy, and a function with four free
Ž .parameters of the form 4 for the smoothly varying

Ž .background see Fig. 3 . The reflection has not been
fitted separately for the last two x bins due to thep

large width of the signal. In the last x bin the signalp

has not been fitted, but the background obtained
Žfrom the simulation including the contribution from

.the J-reflection and normalised to data statistics

Fig. 3. The mass spectra for the different x bins. Dots are the data, the solid line shows the result from the fit and the shaded histogram thep

background used for subtraction.
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has been subtracted to get the number of signal
events.

2.2. Consistency checks and systematic errors

In addition to the systematic error already men-
tioned in Section 2.1.2, some more systematic checks
have been done to test the consistency between real
data and simulation. The quantities used for the
selection of the candidates have been compared and
good agreement was found. The mass spectrum has
been fitted separately for negative and positively
charged S candidates. One obtains good agreement

Žwithin the statistical errors 2351"73 and 2298"78
. y q Žsignal events, respectively . Since ase re the

.values are given in Table 3 is a function of the
decay length of Sy and Sq, the flight distance
distributions for real data and the simulation have
been compared for each x bin and consistencyp

within the statistical errors has been found.
Since this analysis uses tracks which have been

reconstructed using only the microvertex detector of
DELPHI, a good internal and external alignment of the
VD is essential. It has been checked that the widths
obtained for the signal in the different x bins showp

good agreement between real data and simulation
within errors. The signal has been fitted separately
for both z hemispheres defined through cosu VD - track

c0. Taking into account the u dependence of the
Žefficiency for reconstructing a VD track according

Ž ..to 2 , one obtains N rN s1.05"0.05cosu - 0 cosu ) 0
Ž .stat. . Another quantity sensitive to the alignment
and effects of the tracking, such as misassociating
VD hits to the outgoing pion, is the kink angle
between the two tracks. The simulation describes the

Ž .data well, even for very low values Q 58 of this
angle, where the reconstruction of two distinct tracks
and the kink between them is most critical.

To estimate the uncertainty of the number of
signal events, the parametrisation of the background
and the mass window for the background subtraction
have been varied.

The systematic errors due to the efficiency correc-
tion and the subtraction of the Sq rate have been
added linearly for the different x bins and thusp

treated as fully correlated. Statistical and other sys-
tematic errors have been added quadratically from
bin to bin. Different systematic errors have been

added quadratically. The contributions from the dif-
ferent sources to the total error are listed in Table 1.

( )2.3. L 1520 reconstruction

Beyond the general cuts given in Section 2 for
this analysis it was required that the track impact
parameter to the primary vertex was less than 0.5
mm in the Rf-plane and 1 mm in the z-direction.
This requirement strongly reduces contributions of
tracks from particle re-interactions inside the detec-
tor material. Furthermore there must be at least two
tracks inside the angular acceptance 478-u-1338

of the BRICH.
y qŽ .The pK pK mass-spectra were then con-

structed for each bin of each individual kinematical
variable using identified particles. Particle identifica-
tion was performed combining dErdx and BRICH
information. According to the quality of particle
identification the tagging categories loose, standard
and tight tags are distinguished for each particle
species as well as for so called ‘‘heavy’’ particles
combining protons and kaons. To further improve
the quality of particle identification for a track of

Ž .given momentum and assumed particle type it was
required that information from the detectors speci-
fied in Table 2 was present.

A particle was then taken to be a proton if it was
tightly tagged. Kaons were required to be tightly
tagged in the momentum ranges p-3.5 GeVrc and
p)9.5 GeVrc. In the intermediate momentum range
kaons were also identified by a tight heavy particle
tag combined with at least a standard kaon tag. To
suppress combinatorial background it was required
that the kaon momentum was between 28% and
100% of the proton momentum. This condition has

Table 1
The uncertainties of the Sy production rate

error source absolute unc. relative unc.

data statistics 0.0016 2.0%

simulation statistics 0.0012 1.5%
Ž Ž ..efficiency correction Eq. 3 0.0043 5.3%

fit procedure 0.0020 2.5%
qS rate from simulation 0.0028 3.5%

extrapolation to unobserved x region 0.0081 10.0%p
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Table 2
Ž .Momentum ranges for particle identification: TPC denotes identification using the dErdx measurement of the TPC, LRICH S V denotes

Ž .identification using a signal veto of the liquid RICH, and correspondingly GRICH for the gas RICH

momentum range in GeVrc

0.3–0.7 0.7–0.9 0.9–1.3 1.3–2.7 2.7–9.0 9.0–16.0 16.0–45.0

p TPC LRICH S GRICH S

GRICH V
K TPC LRICH S q GRICH S

LRICH S

TPC GRICH V
p TPC q LRICH S q GRICH V GRICH S

LRICH V LRICH S

Ž .been left out for the determination of the L 1520
spin alignment.

Fig. 4a shows the pKy mass spectrum of the
overall dataset and Fig. 4b for the scaled momentum

Ž .range x )0.4. A clear L 1520 signal is observedp

in both mass spectra at about the expected mass. The
signal to noise ratio improves for the higher x p

range indicating that a proper measurement can even
Ž .be performed for high L 1520 momenta. It should,

Ž .however, be noted that here the L 1520 signal
became poorly visible if the particle identification

. yFig. 4. a Differential pK mass spectra for the overall measured
. yenergy range. b pK mass spectrum for x )0.4. The his-p

tograms represent the fit described in the text.

requirements were relaxed. It has been checked that
there are no prominent reflections from known parti-
cle decays in the pKy mass spectrum.

Particle identification inefficiencies, detector im-
perfections and the different kinematical cuts im-
posed for charged particle and event selection, were
accounted for by applying the approach first de-

w x w xscribed in 15 , developed in 16–19 and outlined in
brief below.

In the present analysis, the mass spectra were
described by an anticipated distribution function,
Ž .f M,a , of the invariant mass M. The parameters a

were determined by a least squares fit of the function
Ž .to the data. The function f M,a had three compo-

nents:

f M ,a s f S M ,a q f B M ,a q f R M ,a , 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .corresponding to the signal S , background B , and

Ž .reflection R contributions respectively.
SŽ .The signal function, f M,a , described the reso-

nance signal in the corresponding invariant mass
distributions. For the pKy mass distributions it had
the form

f S M ,a sa PS M PBW M ,a ,a , 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3

where the relativistic Breit–Wigner function BW for
Ž . Ž .the L 1520 is multiplied by the function PS M to

account for the distortion of the resonance Breit–
Ž w xWigner shape by phase space effects see 15 for

.details .
BŽ .The background term, f M,a , was taken to be

of the form

f B M ,a sBG M PP M ,a , 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Jetset
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Ž .where BG M represented the background shapeJetset

generated by JETSET which describes the gross
w x Ž .features of the real background 20 and P M,a s1

qa Mqa M 2 qa M 3 qa M 4 was a polynomial4 5 6 7
Ž .of order four sometimes a has been fixed to zero7

introduced to account for possible deviations of
Ž .BG M from the real background. All pairs ofJetset

charged particles which do not come from the reso-
nance considered and reflections in the invariant
mass spectra were included in the definition of

Ž .BG M . This parametrisation of the backgroundJetset

was different from the analytical form used in a
w xprevious DELPHI analysis 15–18 .

RŽ .The third term, f M,a , represented the sum of
Ž .all the reflection functions RF :i

f R M ,a s a RF M . 8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý iq7 i
i

Reflections arising from particle misidentification
Ž .and contributing to Eq. 8 were considered, for

example when resonances in the pqKy, KqKy and
y Ž ) 0 0. ypp systems K ,F ,D distort the pK mass

spectra. Due to the efficient particle identification of
the combined RICH and TPC tags and to the high
identification purity provided by the tight cuts, the
influence of reflections of this type was found to be
much smaller than without particle identification.

Ž . Ž .The functions RF M in Eq. 8 were determinedi

from events generated according to the JETSET
model. The contributions of the reflections to the raw

RŽ . Žmass spectra defined by the function N a see Eq.m
Ž ..9 were then obtained by passing these events
through the detector simulation. This also took proper
account of the influence of particle misidentification.

Ž .In each mass bin, M, the number of entries N am
Ž .predicted by the function f M,a , representing a

sum of contributions from the resonance signal,
Ž w x.background and reflections see 19 , is given by

G G G G GN a sC S A f a , 9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ým m m n n n
n

Mnq1G Gf a s f M ,a dM , 10Ž . Ž . Ž .Hn
Mn

where GsS, B or R, and M is the lower edge ofn

the n-th histogram bin in the distribution of the
variable M. The coefficients A characterise then

detector acceptance and the losses of particles due to
the selection criteria imposed, and the C take intom

account the contamination of the sample by particles
from V 0 decays, wrongly associated charged parti-
cles, secondary interactions, etc. The smearing ma-
trix S represents the experimental resolution. Them n

A , C and S were estimated separately for then m m n

resonance signal, background and reflection contri-
butions using the detector simulation program. Due
to differences in the detector performance and data
processing in different running periods, the simulated
events generated for these periods were taken with
weights corresponding to the relative number of
events in the real data.

The best values for a were then determined by a
Ž .least squares fit of the predictions of Eq. 9 to the

measured values, N , by minimising the functionm

2 2
N yN a a yaŽ . Ž .Ž .m m i i2x s q , 11Ž .Ý Ý2 2s Dam Ž .m i i

2 2Ž . Ž .where s sN qs N and s N is the errorm m m m

on N due to the finite statistics of the simulationm

used to evaluate A , C and S . The second sum inn m m n
Ž .Eq. 11 constrains some of the fitted parameters ai

to the values a "Da taken from external sources,i i

such as the normalisation of the reflection functions
to the particle production rates taken from this and
other LEP experiments, and the mass and width

w xtaken from the PDG tables 21 . The errors obtained
from the fits thus include the corresponding system-

Ž .atic components. As a cross-check the L 1520 mass
was also left free in the fit. This lead to a mass of
1517.5"1.7 MeVrc2, fully consistent with the PDG
value.

In order to determine the full experimental sys-
Ž .tematic error of the L 1520 cross-section the fol-

lowing sources of uncertainty were considered. The
influence of an imperfect description of stable hadron
spectra by the detector simulation was estimated by
varying the charged particle selections leading to an
associated systematic error of 3%. An error of 9%
was assigned due to the imperfect description of
Ž .L 1520 production by the fragmentation model. It

was estimated by varying kinematical distributions
Ž .of the L 1520 like the decay angle and momentum

distribution. An uncertainty of 3% on the resonance
cross-sections is due to the imperfect description of

w xthe particle identification efficiency 22 and the
error due to the branching ratios assumed is 2.2%
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Table 3
Efficiencies and differential Sy production rate in bins of x . The errors given for ey and N are coming from the simulation and datap Signal

statistics, respectively

2y x ye 1 dsSyŽ .x e % as Np Signalqe n.d.f. s dxhad p

0.03–0.06 2.8 " 0.1 6.5 1.7 860 " 52 0.671 " 0.041 " 0.064
0.06–0.08 5.6 " 0.2 4.5 1.2 745 " 44 0.422 " 0.025 " 0.042
0.08–0.10 5.9 " 0.2 3.4 1.1 725 " 40 0.361 " 0.020 " 0.038
0.10–0.12 6.5 " 0.3 3.4 1.3 560 " 34 0.252 " 0.015 " 0.032
0.12–0.15 6.2 " 0.2 3.2 1.1 630 " 35 0.195 " 0.011 " 0.026
0.15–0.19 5.0 " 0.2 2.7 1.4 470 " 32 0.128 " 0.009 " 0.020
0.19–0.25 4.1 " 0.2 2.7 1.2 450 " 29 0.097 " 0.006 " 0.016
0.25–0.35 3.7 " 0.2 2.2 1.2 380 " 26 0.051 " 0.004 " 0.010
0.35–0.50 4.0 " 0.3 2.2 – 175 " 17 0.015 " 0.001 " 0.005

w x21 . Uncertainties due to the unknown momentum
Ž .dependence of the reflections 3% were assessed by

reweighting the shape of the momentum distribution
predicted by the model in a range allowed by the fit.

Ž .Finally the uncertainty in the L 1520 line-shape,
the background parametrisations and the influence of
the binning was estimated to be 12% by choosing
different parametrisations and by changing the bin-
nings of the mass spectra. Adding the individual
contributions in quadrature leads to a final relative

Ž .experimental error of the L 1520 cross-section of
16%.

3. Results

3.1. S y

The results for the differential Sy production
rate and reconstruction efficiencies are listed in Table
3. The differential Sy production rate is plotted in
Fig. 5 together with the predictions of the JETSET

Ž .7.4 default parameters generator and a previous
w xmeasurement of the OPAL collaboration 11 . The

higher Sq rate compared to the Sy rate in JETSET is
due to secondary S hyperons, mainly from decays
of charm particles. The shape of the x spectrum isp

well described in the simulation.
Integrating the differential production rate in the

measured x range from 0.03 to 0.5 givesp

² had:yN rNS Z

s0.065"0.002 stat.Ž .
"0.006 syst. Jetset 7.4:0.054 .Ž . Ž .

To get the total production rate, the JETSET 7.4
simulated data has been used to extrapolate to the
unobserved x range. In JETSET 7.4, 18% of the Sy

p

hyperons are produced with x -0.03 and 2% withp

x )0.5. The production cross-section in this xp p

Fig. 5. The measured differential Sy production rate in compari-
w xson with the JETSET model and the OPAL measurement 11 . The

data points are plotted at the mean x position in the correspond-p

ing bin. The statistical and systematic errors have been added
quadratically.
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range has been scaled by the ratio of the measured
and simulated cross-section in the measured range
0.03-x -0.5. This scaled cross-section has thenp

been added and a systematic error of 50% has been
assigned to it.

This gives the mean number of Sy hyperons
produced in multihadronic Z0 decays

² had:yN rN s0.081"0.002 stat.Ž .S Z

"0.006 syst. "0.008 extr. ,Ž . Ž .
where the last error comes from the extrapolation.

This result is compatible with the corresponding
Ž² had: .yrate in JETSET 7.4 N rN s0.068 . It is also inS Z

good agreement with the measurement from OPAL

w x ² had: Ž .y11 : N rN s 0.083 " 0.006 stat. " 0.009S Z
Ž .syst. .

( )3.2. L 1520

3 yPŽ .The L 1520 has J s with isospin 0 and2

Ž .quark content uds . It decays strongly but with a
comparably small decay width of 15.6"1.0 MeVrc2

as it is a D state which predominantly decays into03
1 qPa J s baryon and one pseudoscalar meson. The2

Ž .L 1520 branching fraction used in the analysis is
taken as half of the branching fraction to nucleon
and kaon of 45%:

B L 1520 ™pKy ,22.5% .Ž .Ž .
Ž .The total L 1520 rate is measured from a fit to

the mass spectrum given in Fig. 4a corresponding to
the scaled energy 8 range 0.035-x LŽ1520.-1:E

² had:N rN s0.0285"0.0048 fit .Ž .LŽ1520. Z

The fit error includes the statistical error and also
Ž .accounts for uncertainties in the L 1520 mass and

width and the normalisation of the reflection func-
Ž .tions see Section 2.3 . The fitted rate agrees well

Ž .with the integrated rate from the L 1520 inclusive
Ž .x spectrum see below . To estimate the total rateE

Ž .of L 1520 production this value has to be corrected
for the small unmeasured x range x LŽ1520.-0.035.E E

This correction was estimated using a modified JET-
Ž .SET 7.4 model see below normalised to the data in

8 LŽ1520. 2 E LŽ1520.
x sE

s'

the measured momentum range. An additional sys-
tematic error of 50% of this correction has been

Ž .assumed. This yields for the overall L 1520 produc-
tion rate

² had:N rNLŽ1520. Z

s0.0293"0.0049 fitŽ .

"0.0047 syst. "0.0003 extr.Ž . Ž .

including the systematic errors considered in Section
2.3. This result is slightly higher than, though fully

w xconsistent with, the OPAL result 9 .
Ž .In order to exclude that the observed L 1520 ’s

Ž .originate predominantly from heavy b,c particle
Ž .decays the L 1520 production has been determined

individually for samples strongly enriched in b-quarks
w xand light quarks respectively 20 . This enrichment

relies on increased particle impact parameters due to
w xthe high lifetime of B hadrons 23 . No significant

Ž .change in L 1520 production has been found in
either sample which leads to the conclusion that the

Ž .dominant part of L 1520 production originates from
fragmentation.

Ž .The observed L 1520 rate is comparable to that
) "Ž . w xof the S 1385 9,10,24 which has the same

strangeness and total spin. It can be concluded that
Ž . Ž .the orbital excitation Ls1 of the L 1520 does

not lead to a suppression of particle production. The
Ž .comparably large observed L 1520 rate suggests

that also other orbitally excited baryonic states are
produced in fragmentation. In consequence, due to
the vast amount of orbitally excited states, a large
part of the observed stable baryons may descend
from these excited states. This agrees with the expec-

w xtations of the phenomenological models 5,6 . Thus
for baryons the situation is likely to be similar to the
mesonic case. It is highly desirable to verify the
production of other orbitally excited baryonic states,
however, this is experimentally demanding due to
the large width and complicated decay modes of
these states.

In order to determine a possible spin alignment of
Ž .the L 1520 ’s the distribution of the cosine of the

Ž .kaon angle, cosq , in the L 1520 rest system withK
Ž .respect to the L 1520 direction is plotted in Fig. 6
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Ž .Fig. 6. Differential L 1520 distribution as function of cosq forK

x )0.07. The full line represents the result of a fit of the angularp

distribution, the dashed line represents the expectation for un-
Ž . Ž .aligned L 1520 ’s and the dotted dash-dotted line represents the

Ž .expectation for r q r s1 0 .1 1 1 1y y
2 2 2 2

for x )0.07. This distribution has been fitted withp

the expected form of the angular distribution:

1q3cos2qK
W cosq srŽ .K 4

3y3cos2qK
q 1yr , 12Ž . Ž .

4

1 1 1 1with rsr qr , r denoting the spin-den-y y i i2 2 2 2

sity matrix element. The fit yields rs0.4"0.2,
Ž .thus no significant L 1520 spin alignment is ob-

served. The specified error includes the statistical
error and the error due to the uncertainty in the
background shape.

Furthermore, the approximate symmetry of this
distribution with respect to cosq s0 presents evi-K

dence for the validity of this analysis as possible
errors in particle identification and corrections would,
in general, lead to a distorted cosq distribution.K

The measured scaled energy x LŽ1520. distributionE

is given in Table 4 and shown in Fig. 7 compared to
w xthe OPAL result 9 . At low x both measurementsE

agree within error. For x )0.3 this measurementE

yields a rate about three times higher. Note that in
Ž .this energy range a clear L 1520 signal is observed

Ž .see Fig. 4b . The measurements are compared to
predictions of modified HERWIG 5.9 and JETSET 7.4

Table 4
Ž . Ž .Differential L 1520 distribution as function of the scaled L 1520

energy x LŽ1520.. The first error is the fit error, the second error theE
Ž . 2systematic error see Section 2.3 . The x rN specifies thedf

quality of the fits
LŽ1520. 2² :x -range x 1rN PdN rdx x rNE E evt. E df

0.035–0.07 0.052 0.203 " 0.068 " 0.032 28 r 27
0.07 –0.15 0.108 0.083 " 0.026 " 0.013 32 r 27
0.15 –0.20 0.174 0.062 " 0.026 " 0.010 18 r 27
0.20 –0.30 0.247 0.058 " 0.025 " 0.009 25 r 27
0.30 –0.50 0.390 0.025 " 0.011 " 0.004 48 r 27
0.50 –0.70 0.590 0.0044 " 0.0018 " 0.0007 32 r 27

Ž .models. L 1520 production has been implemented
) 0Ž .in these models either by replacing the S 1385

Ž .by the L 1520 in the case of JETSET 7.4 or by
Ž .adding only the L 1520 to the particle list in case of

HERWIG 5.9. The predicted rates should not be ex-
pected to be well reproduced by the models and the
model predictions have been renormalised to the

Ž .observed L 1520 rate. The general shape of the
fragmentation function is reproduced well by both
models.

Ž .In order to demonstrate the importance of L 1520
Ž .production in Fig. 8 the ratio of L 1520 to L

production is shown as function of the scaled mo-
mentum x . For this comparison the measurement ofp
w x24 is taken as it covers a similar range in scaled

Ž .Fig. 7. Inclusive L 1520 distribution as function of x . Horizon-E

tal error bars indicate the bin width, vertical error bars are the fit
errors described in the text.
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Ž .Fig. 8. Ratio of the differential x distributions of L 1520 ’s andp
w xL’s. L data are taken from 24 .

Ž .momentum like this L 1520 measurement. It is
Ž .seen that at small x , L 1520 production is about ap

factor 20 less than L production. At large x ,p

however, this reduces to a factor ;2.5. Such a
behaviour would be expected from general fragmen-
tation dynamics due to the higher mass of the
Ž .L 1520 . An increase of this ratio is also expected if

many L’s stem from resonance decays. Finally it is
Ž .interesting to note that the ratio of L 1520 to proton

production is identical, within error, at low energies
w x Ž8 and in hadronic Z decays as calculated from this

w x.result and 22 .

3.3. Discussion on baryon multiplicities

y Ž .The measured S and L 1520 production rates
may now be more generally compared to the LEP

w xaverage values for all baryons 25 . In Fig. 9a the
sum of the production rates of all states of an
isomultiplet from the well known baryon octet and
decuplet and for the orbitally excited isoscalar
Ž .L 1520 are shown as a function of the correspond-

ing particle mass squared, M 2. In the case that not
all states of an isomultiplet are measured at LEP,
equal production rates for these states are assumed.
Therefore the vertical axis of the Fig. 9a is denoted

Ž . ² : ² :by 2 Iq1 n , where n is the mean number of a
given particle per hadronic Z0 decay. It is seen that
the mass dependence of the production rates is al-
most identical for the following sets of baryons:
1. N, D with strangeness Ss0;

) Ž .2. S, S , L and L 1520 with Ss1 and
3. J , J ) with Ss2.
Finally the Vy rate is well predicted if the same

mass dependence with an additional suppression for
Ž .the higher strangeness Ss3 is assumed, as taken

from the difference of the first and second or second

.Fig. 9. a Sum of the baryon production rates of all states of an isomultiplet as a function of the squared baryon mass. Data were taken from
w x . yS25 . b Sum of the baryon production rates of all states of an isomultiplet weighted by g as a function of the squared baryon mass.
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and third set, respectively. All data points from these
y Ž 2three sets and the V are well fitted x rndfs

. Ž .5.9r6 by the ansatz see dotted lines in Fig. 9a

yS ² : 2g 2 Iq1 n sA exp yb M . 13Ž . Ž . Ž .
The values of the fitted parameters are: As20.1"

1.5, g s 0.482 " 0.022 and b s 2.61 " 0.08
Ž 2 .y2GeVrc . As decays of high mass particles feed
down to lower mass states, it is to be expected that
especially the slope parameter b for primary pro-
duced baryons differs from the fitted value. If the
production rates are weighted by gyS a universal

Žmass dependence is observed for all baryons see
.Fig. 9b .

A similarly simple behaviour was found for scalar,
w xvector and tensor mesons 26 . Note that for mesons

the production rates per spin and isospin projection
were used. This is implicit in the figures shown in
w x26 , as the experimental rates for mesons are cus-
tomarily specified for each isospin state individually.
The mass dependence for mesons, contrary to the
baryonic case is exponential in mass, M, thus for
mesons

1
yk ² :g n sA exp yb M , 14Ž . Ž .

2 Jq1

where k is the number of s and s quarks in the
meson. For baryons and mesons an almost identical
value of gf0.5 was found. A stronger fall-off with
the mass for baryons, compared to mesons, is to be
expected as baryons are produced in pairs.

4. Conclusions

The differential cross-section of the Sy hyperon
has been measured in multihadronic Z decays by
reconstructing the kink between the Sy and the
outgoing pion in the decay Sy

™npy. The mea-
sured production rate is

² had:yN rN s0.081"0.002 stat.Ž .S Z

"0.006 syst. "0.008 extr. .Ž . Ž .
This result is about 20% above the prediction of the
JETSET 7.4 model, but nevertheless compatible. The
shape of the differential cross-section is well de-
scribed in this model.

The differential cross-section of the orbitally ex-
Ž .cited L 1520 baryon has been measured relying

strongly on the particle identification capabilities of
Ž .the DELPHI detector. The L 1520 is the only mea-

sured orbitally excited baryon produced in fragmen-
tation at LEP. Its production rate is found to be

² had:N rNLŽ1520. Z

s0.0293"0.0049 fitŽ .
"0.0047 syst. "0.0003 extr. .Ž . Ž .

) "Ž .This rate is similar to that of the S 1385 and
suggests that also other orbitally excited baryonic
states are produced in fragmentation. The shape of

Ž .the L 1520 fragmentation function is well described
by the JETSET 7.4 and HERWIG 5.9 fragmentation

Ž .model if L 1520 production is introduced.
It has also been shown that the production rates of

all baryonic states measured so far at LEP can be
parametrised by a phenomenological law.
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